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Dirih , 1.' 

According to st. Thomas,Aquinas, an ,understanding of 

the'objects which are known through our' senses will furnish 
. -	 -, 

, 	 . 
, 	 . 

,us with strong reasons for belief, in God. Thus the starting 

point. of'· each of his Five ways of demonstrating' ,the' 

existence of GOd is a consideration of ,some feature of the 

world of our exper~eIlce;; 

The first wey. demonstrates' the necessity of a first 

move:r, the, se6ond"'th~n~cessity of a first efficient cause, 
, ~.'- . . - - '. ... 	 , 

.the third, of ~ necessary being" , thEi' fourth of· a perfect 

being~ a,ndth~: :f:Lfth de~ohstra:tes'the necessity of a ruler 

of the univers,~,~ 

ST. THOMAS' S FI~, WAYS, 
,""- . 


,,:;< • . t . 

The, First way' 

. ,The" first :and'more,.,manifes,t way is the argument 
froni: ,m6ti~on,.. ,It :1s ,cert.ain,and evident to' our, 

. s.enses, ,that in the .world some, things are in motion. 
Now whatever is moved ,is moved by another , ,for nothing 
can. be.moved except it is' in, 'potentiality', to that' 
towards which' .. .it is: ,moved: whereas a "thing moves 
inasmuch as, it is in act~. For motion is 'nothing else, 
thanthereduction·of, something fz:ompotentiality to 
,actuality . But, '. nothing can·'. be ' redl,lced frOm 
'potentiality-to actual:i,ty, e.xceptby something, in 'a 
. state of, ,actuality. . Thus that ,which ,isagtually, hot, 
as fire, ;IIi,akes wood, which is potentially 'hot , to be 

'. 	 actually hot', and ,thereby moves and' cl1anges. it. 'Now it 
is not possibl,e that the same thing should, be at once' 
in, aqtual.ity'and potentiality in the same respect,l:lE: 

,only indi~ferent respec'ts.'· 'For what is actually' hot 
canilot simul1:,.aneously be:potentialiy ,hot: ,but it is 

, simultan~ously,potentiallycold. ' It ,is therefore 
impossib'ie:that' in ,the same respect and in the same way. 
a thing should beb6thmover ,and, moved, i.e., .that'it 

'should move itself. Therefore, whateyer is moved must 
bem6ved by another. If that 'by' whict} it is moved be' 
itself moved, 1;:h~h this also mus,t'needs ' be, moved by' 

:"another ,'and that bY,another again. But this cannot go 
on to infinity,' because then there, would be' no first' 

' 
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mover, and, consequently~ \no:,bthe~.lUover t . .seeing that 
subsequent movers mpve onlY·i'hasmuch, as they are moved 
by the fi;rst.. move·r:asthe s1:aff lllR'v:es 'only because. it 
is moved by the hand 0"': Ther:ef,ore 'i': i 1::.>i5 necessa·ry to 

. arrive at a first mover , moved' by . no· 'qthe'r: and thj.,s 
ev~ryone ·understarids.. to be' God. ' " " 

r ~; 

", I' •• 

";'.' :-.The' Second Way .:,". 

:. The "sec~nd:, WaY':'is'frOIn' t:h~::natul;'~ of efficient 
·cause.lnthe· world of 'sensiplathiilgs we·find,there 
is an ,order of eff:icient causes. There is no case 
known .(n~ither is:~"iti .:indeEid/ .possible)" ,'in which 'a 
thipg. is found tobe~hEl·.e'ff-1c:i~nt cause'oir itself: f9r 
so .it ·would ,be prior 'td' .itsel'f,:;'w{li9h·:isil'!ipossible. ' 
Now in efficient causesi't'" 1'8 not< ,.';possible,to go em'to, 

. 'infinity, because in.ail effiqj,ent: causef?" follqwing 'in' 
orderithe' first b;,' th~'~ca~se of :thein~ermediate 

····causre, and the inte'rmedfate' i's' t,he cau:se, of the 
ultimatecause~ whether the. i.Iiterintadi~te cause be 
'several " . or one only~'" Now to takeaway tliecause 
is to .take away 'the' eff,ect. 'l'herefore, if there be no 

.·firs.t· Cause among ef'ficient causes, there: will. be ,no 
ultimate:, .. nor' any,. int'ermediate;' cause .. , But .. 'if in:. 
e:ff.icientcauses it, ispossible'tq 'goon to infinity,.' 
there wiTl be no firstefficient.:caus·e, neitherwiil 

"'.' there,"be" a'n . ultimate 'effect, . nor' any·intermediate 
' .. effic;lent causes ~ : 'all of· which ,is plainly ,,false. 

Therefo:!;,e it is necessary to 'admit,a first efficient 
" . cause, to ~which ·everyone gives 'the. name of God.. ' 

'The Third WaY 
'.. 

The' tnird way' is, taken f,rom possibility and 
necassi,ty,· 'and runs,thus~ :We find ,in nature things 

'. that are .poss;iblet6 be' and not. to'. be, .since they' are 
';founq' to be 'generated, and . tq~, becorrupted,'and 
'consequently, it is ;possible' ·for'·them ··to be' ,ani-nat'to 
bE!. .' But . it is Tmpossiblef for th'ese always to ' exist~· 
for ·:thatwhich can.. not-be at some time isnot~ '. 

'.'·Therefore.if everyth.trtgcan not,-be", then'at one time' 
·therewas :nothing ~h: exi~tenc,e . Now ff. this were true, 
,even now '·there would. be nothing iJf ~xisteilce, becaus'~ 
that.whicQ." does' not' 'exist begins', to exist only throtigli 
something al-readyexisting. Therefore,' if atone time 

:npthing :was,inexistence,it would have ·been',impossible 
"for· ~nythingto ,have begun to exist: ' and thus ·ev~n now 
nothing,wpuld 'be in. ·existence-.;;..wp,ich ,is ·absurCl. 
:Therefore ,not .~ll ,beings are merely possible , but' 
,there mus,t: exist something' the existence of.. which is 
,necessary .. " but every necessary, .thing either has its' 
;nec~ssity .. caused by another" or not. Now". it··, is 
.impossible to go on to infinitty in necessary things,. 

,. 


' 
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which have their necessity caused by another, as has 
been already proved in regard to 'efficient causes. 
Therefore we cannot but admit the existence of some 
being having' of itself its own ,necessity, and not 
receiving it from another" but rather, causing in others 
their necessity.. This all men -speak of as God. 

The Fourth Way 

The fourth way i~ taken from the gradation to. be. 
found in things. Among beingS there are some more and 
some less. good, true, noble, and the like. But more 
and less are predicated of different things according 
as they resemble in their different ways something 
which :is't'he maximum, as a thing is said to be hotter 
according as it more nearly resembles that. which is 
hottest; so that there is something'which is truest, 
something best',. something nob:t;est, and,' consequently, 
something which is' most being, ,for those . things that 
are greatest in truth are greatest in being, as it.is 
written in Metaph. ii. Now the maximum in any genus is 
the cause of all in that genus,.as fire, which. is the 
maximum of heat, is the cause of all hot things, as is 
said in the same book. Therefore there must also be 
something which is to all beings th~, cause of their 
being, goodness, and. every other perfectiori; and this 
we call God. . 

The Fifth Way 

The fifth way is taken from the governance of the 
world. We see that things which lack knowledge, such 
as natural bodies, act for an end, and this is evidence 
from their acting always, or nearly always i'in the same 
way, so as' to obtain. the best result. Hence it is 
plain that they achieve thei:t'end, not fortuitously, 
but designedly. Now whatever 'lacks knowledg,e cannot 
move towards an end, unless' .it .be . directed by some 
being endowed withknowledg~ and,intel1.igenqe; as the 
arrow is' directed by, thearchei:<' . Therefore, some 
intelligent being" exists by whom all natural things are 
directed to their end; and this. being ;'we':call God. 1 

Analysis of st. Thomas's Five" wciys
, ." 

The First way 

st. Thomas starts his first way' by noting .that there is 

l\Qiion in the world. Then he states.the first proposition 

http:genus,.as
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of the proof: "whatever is in motion is put in motion by 

another II because a thing cannot be the cause of its own 

movement. In the second proposition, st. Thomas explains 

that all movement is' the "reduction" of potentiality to 

actuality. It is perhaps easier to understand this process 

by examining the motion itself .. For instance, I lift up my 

leg to take a 'step forward. While it was standing still, my 

leg possessed. the potentiality of becoming lifted. The 

action of lifting, it made potentiality aQtual. 

The thi'rd proposition is that the things which are 

moved must be in potentiality in the respects in which the 

things which cause movement in them are in actuality. A 

thing cannot be both in potentiality and, in actuality in the 

sam~ respect, that is, it cannot be both moved and mover in, 

the same respect. 

In the fourth, fifth, and, sixth propositions, st. 

Thomas states that if a thing Qannot be in actuality and at 

the same time in potentlaifty il1 relation to'the same thing, 

as shown in proposition 3, it foilows that it cannot be both 

mover and moved in relat).oI). to the saine thing. In other 

words, it cannot move i tS'el f.-" . . 

The seventh proposition is that nothing iri the material 

world has the cause of its movement in itself. A thing 

moves because of something,. else. For instance, the 

, i basketball is moved by the 'hands, the hand by the arms, the 

arms by the nerves which are controlled by the brain, and 

there are other things that keep the brain in motion; etc. 

http:relat).oI
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However, these moved movers cannot regress to infinity , 

because then there would be no firs~ mover.2 

The eighth and concluding proposition is that, there 

must be the first mover which starts all the secondary 

movers in motion, which first mover we call God. 

The Second Way 

In his second way, sometimes called the causal 

argument, st. Thomas's first proposition is that it is 

impossible for anything to be the cause of itself. 

The second proposition of this proof is that II in 

efficient causes it is impossible to go on to infinity." 

st. Thomas is referring here to series of subordinate causes 

" ... in this series, each of the lower members 'essentially 

depends upon everyone that is higher.,,3 

The third proposition'is that if we assume there is no 

first cause, then it follows that there could be neither 

intermediate causes nor effects. However, it is clear that 

things are happening, being caused and causing other things 

to happen, all around us. Therefore, it is necessary to 

suppose that there is a "first cause" which does not depend 

on any other causes to exist but is independent and 

uncaused. 

'The conclusion of this argument is that there must be 

a first efficient cause which causes the second, the second 

causing the third, etc ••. This "first cause" we call God. 
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The Third Way 

In st. Thomas's third way, from contingency and 

necessity, the first proposition is that there are 

contingent beings in the world. All the contingent things 

are those things which have not existed at some time or 

another. In other words, all contingent things at one time 

or another had no existence. 

In the second and third propositions, st. Thomas 

further explains that if all things were contingent, it 

would mean that there was a time when absolutely nothing 

existed. 

And in the fourth proposition he asserts that if this 

were true, there would be nothing in existence at this very 

moment because anything which does not exist cannot begin to 

exist except by the agency of· something which has existence. 

This fourth proposition is based on Aristotle's parmenidean 

dictum, "out of nothing. nothing 'comes. " If at any time in 

the past nothing existed, there would be nothing now. 

Since we can experience through the senses that things 

do exist now, the' conclusion of this proof is that not 

everything.wh~ch exists is contingent, and that there must 

be a necessary beirig f which we call God. 

The Fourth Way 

The first proposition of this way is that there are 

.different degrees of being in things since "'more' and 

'less' are predicated of things, according as they resemble 
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in their different ways, something which is the maximum. 1I 

The second proposition of this fourth way is that lithe 

maximum in any genus is :the cause of all in that genus. II 

Therefore, that there must be a cause of every perfection in 

every being. 

The conclusion is that "there exists something which, is 
:::. ',. 

the cause of bel.ng in, all existing things" , and we call this 

"something" God. 

The Fifth 'Way 

The fifth way of, st. Thomas, sometimes called the 

"teleological argument," has for its first proposition that 

"things which lack intelligence•.. act for an end." This 

proposition is based on the principle of finality, "every 

agent acts f0:r" an end .. " 

The second proposition of this fifth way is that 

whatever lacks knowledge cannot move towards an end, unless 

it is directed by some knowledge', and intelligent being.' 

This proposition is based on the principle that "it belongs 

to the reason to direct to the end, which is the first 

principle in all matters of action •.•• ,,4 

The conclusion of this fifth way is that' some 

intelligent being exists which directs all natural things to 

their end. This "intelligent being" is God. 

The first and second ways of demonstrating the 

existence of God are not arguments that there must have been 

a first mover or a first cause at'some time in the past, 
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rather it refers to .the present~5 When st.-Tl:),omas says that 

"we cannot proceed -to infinity in this waylt , i.e., in 

tracing the cause of movement, he does.not mean an infinite 
. . . 

regression in time back into .the past, but the movement in 
.' , .-, .! 

the world at the present. In fact, he rejects the notion 

that a temporal series of causes and effects c~nnot regress 

to infinity. There is no reason (apart from relevation) to 

suppose that the world has not always existed. Aristotle's 

doctrine that the world is beginninglesscannot, according 

to st. Thomas, be disproved. His point is that there must 

be a first mover not in the sense of· 'earliest' mover but in 

the sense of 'primary' mover, because without Ita mover which 

is not itself moved or a cause which does not itself depend 

on the causal activity of a higher cause, it is not possible 

to explain the motion or the causal activity of the lowest 

member. ,,6 In other words, if there is no first unmoved 

mover now, then there is no motion or change in this world 

now. Likewise the first efficient cause does not exist, 

then there is no causal activity. since we know through 

the senses that things in the world change, there. must be ~ 

first unmoved mover. In the same way there must be a first 

efficient and independent cause to cause the dependent 

efficient causes in the world. These two arguments lead us 

to see the necessity of belief in an unmoved mover or a 

first cause, which is the source of all movement and change 

in the world.· 

In the third argument, st. Thomas proceeds from the 
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"continqent" to the "necessary. II ,He starts with the 

statement that there are certain thinqs in nat~re that come 

into'beinq and perish, and,thus are capable of beinq or not 

beinq.7 Such thinqs are now called 'continqent beinqs.' 

He then says that it, is impossible for all thinqs to be of 

this kind, because anythinq which is capable of not existinq 

at some time or other does not exist, and at some time no 

continqent beinqs would have existed, in which, case there 

would be nothinq in existence now, because thinqs cannot 

come into existence by themselves. 

Since, however, it is obvious that'continqent thinqs do 

exist now, we are forced to conclude that not everythinq is 

cont~nqent. There must be at least one non-continqent or 

necessary beinq that causes continqentbeinqs to exist. 

In the fourth way, st... -., ; 
Thomas: s'tarts from tlie fact that 

in speakinq of thinqs we use words such as more and less, 

qood, better and worse, true; 'less "true ,and more true, and 

so forth. st. Thomas's point is that our use of ,the terms 

qood, better and worse ~eans that-there is soniethinq which 

possesses beinq in a qreater deqree thim anythinq else. 

This fourth arqument points to' the fact that there must 

exist a "hiqhest" in each class ,ofthlpqs wh,en we use the 

deqrees of comparison. A In the same way there must also 

exist somethinq which possesses beinq in the hiqhest deqree. 

In other words. there must exist a "supreme beinq" which 

causes all existinq thinqs to be and to be what there are. 

In the fifth way. st. Thomas wants to show that there 
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must be an intelligent being who gives the order which is to 

be found in nature. 9 "For non-intelligent'mater.ial things 

certainly do not cooperate consciously in view of a 

purpose. IIW The argument begins by stating the fact that 

there are things which appear to work towards a goal not by 

chance, but by purpose. The fact is that things which have 

no knowledge do not move towards a goal unless they are 

guided by someone or something which does possess knowledge 

or intelligence, e.g., an arrow by an archer.~~ Mainly, 

st. Thomas wa'nts to argue that purpose and not chance is 

behind the process of nature. As an arrow is directed to 

the target by an archer, unintelligent natural things are 

directed to, their goal by one who possesses intelligence. 

JEAN-PAUL SARTRE' ATHEISM 

Sartre's atheism is based upon two arguments: the 

intrinsic contradiction in the notion of God and the 

impossibility of creation. 

I. The Intrinsic Contradiction in the Notion of God 

In this argument, 'Sa'rtre presents the' problem of human 

nature that disc,loses itself as the problem of God as well. 

For instance, he states that "man cannot avoid trying to 

combine being in-itself and being for-itself in a superior 

,synthesis: this is the most essential drive of his nature. 

What he could avoid doing, but usually 'does, is to project 

this synthesis into another world and endow it with 
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actuality. 111.2 It is important here to understand Sartre's 

two opposite modes of being, namely being for-itself 

(pour-soi) and its' contraposition being in-itself (en soi). 
'. 

Sartre identifies man as being for-itself which is 

consciousness. Everything else besides man, .lacking human 

consciousness, belongs in the category of being in-itself. 

Consciousness is always of something, and it transcends the 

objects of the world by differentiating the objects from the 

conscious self as subject. For instance, a table will have 

alternative meanings depending ~pon,what a particular person 
. .'. 

chooses to use it for, to serve dinner or to write a letter. 
, 

A forest will mean one thing to ,a hunter and something else 

to a camper. Consciousness which is always' of something can 

be compared to a mirror. . A mirror' has.', content only when 

objects are reflected in it. Of itself., it is empty. In a 

very similar manner, consciousness has no content except the 

objects whichit reflec;t:.s. These objects are "always \ other 

than consciousness itself.' 

Sartre asserts that the il!u.sorY union of the for

itself and the in-itself is the same 'as the God of religious 

belief. Sartre's argument is thatther~ can never be a 

unif ied notion of being that combine's within itself the 

properties of being in-itself (en-soi) and being for-itself 

(pour':"'soi). For Sartre, God is not a real transcendent 

being but only the directional limit of man's self-

transcending activity • Therefore, it would be impossible to 

have an actual God, because the notion of God is 
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.	contradictory. God would be "both necessary and contingent, 

and eternally immobile and temporally active." In other 

words, God would have both a close compression of being and 

the distance produced by consciousness. God, then, is the 

hypothetical reconciliation of· two modes of· being that 

Sartre believes can never be reconciled. Therefore, there 

can never be a really existent God. 

II. The Impossibility of Creation 

Similarly, Sartre presents an argument against God's 

existence based on the nature of creation. He views the 

world as being-in-itself. It is just simply being there. 

It does not exist for any purpose nor because it necessarily 

follows from or is caused by something else. It is· 

'uncreated,' i.:e. without.arty depenaence on any other being. 

"Being-in~itself is gratuitou~ for all eternity. II Similarly, 

what .is not present does not exist, says Sartre. Things are 

entirely what they appear to be, and apart from appearance, 

there is nothing. To say there is nothing besides the 

existing appearance means for S~rtre that there is no God. 

Sartre argues that the divine subjectivity cannot be 

interrelated with the objective order of things. Sartre 

reasons: 

If being were present in the divine subjectivity, 
it would be a purely intrasubjective mode of ·being. As 
such, it could never represent an objective world and 
could never rouse in the divine subjectivity a will to 
create the objective order of things. The point of 
this objection is lost unless it be recalled that 
consciousness is defined precisely as a lack of being, 
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in the sense'of the In-itself. Hence it would seem to 
follow that every aspect of subjectivity is permeated 
by this absence of being and impotence to account for 
the existence of the In-itself. This would militate 
against a creation of being ex nihilo, that is, without 
drawing upon .some preyious stuff. 13 . 

Sartre's argument is based on the grounds of his ontology 

that human consciousness is' subject to the "in-itself." 

However, as one commentator on Sartre puts it, "since human 

subjectivity is pictured as a fortunate, accident clinging to 

the surface of being and forever dependent upon this morass, 

it is concluded that the origin of natural being cannot be 

ascribed to a creative act of a divine consciousness, 1114 

In addition, from the fact objective reality cannot have 

been is created by a deity, we should not conclude that it 

creates itself. In that event it would be self-caused 

(causa sui), which would require that it precede its own 

existence, which is impossible. 15 Thus objective real i ty 

is neither self-cauSed nor caused by a deity. It must 

therefore by uncaused and hence unexplainable, i.e. absurd. 

The purpose of all Sartre's arguments is to embrace the 

notion of man living in a world without God. For Sartre, 

the absurdity of reality, which follows from its not being 

created, is the beginning of man's self-development, 

liberty, and dignity. If there is no God in this world, 

then everything is permitted and human beings are free. In 

addition, he declares that man has freedom and dignity only 

if belief in God is banished. For this reason,. h,is aim is 

to eliminate Christian faith at all costs. 
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According to Sartre~ we are left ~lone to create 

ourselves by our own acts. Existentialism arises from his 

need to affirm this life' and nothing else despite its 

loneliness and futility. Man is supremely free because he 

is nothing more than the sum of his actions, that is, he has 

no other re'ality than his own acts. Sartre further insists 

that even if God does exist, He is the Enemy of man, 

preventing man from making himself what he is to become., 

DO SARTRE' S ARGUMENTs UNDERMINE ST'. THOMAS'S DEMONSTRATIONS? 

Sartre's first argument, that there is an intrinsic 

contradiction in the notion of God, depends on his theory of 

the modes of being, namely being in-itself and being for

itself. He defines the two modes of being in a material way 

and .then applies them to God. Obviously, Sartre overlooks 

the theory of the modes of being when he applies them with 

the concept of a purely actual being. Based on the modes of 

being theory, Sartre then asserts that it would be 

impossible to have an actual God, because it would be 

contradictory to the notion of God itself, for the infinite 

actuality of God would prevent Him from having the same mode 

of being as the in-itself since "in an infinitely actual 

being, self-identity would be achieved precisely by self-

presence as a conscious act of being. "l.S 

In the theory of the modes of being, Sartre only shows 

that prime matter and intelligence cannot be the same, but 

he does not mention that being and intelligence cannot 
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coincide in an infinitely actual being. In addition, 

Sartre's theory only aims to demonstrate that a conscious 

mode of being is required for a being of infinite actuality. 

Therefore, it is unclear whether or not Sartre c-an show that 

an infinitely actual being is not demanded by the structure 

of f-inite existence. 17 Sartre views the world as being-in

itself. It is just simply being there. It does not exist 

for any purpose nor because it necessarily follows from or 

is caused by something else. Against this, st. Thomas's 

third way states that all contingent things at one time or 
-, ' 

another had no existence, including the world, and since 

anything which does not exist cannot come into existence 

except by the agency of_something ,which has existence, the 

fact, that' things do exist now forces -u,s to the conclusion 

that there is ,anagent,whicb exists necessarily, and this we 

call God. It i-s ha~d to see howSartre could refute this 

argument. 

Sartre's- second argument,,'--'_ the impossibility of 

creation, would, if sound, undermine st. Thomas's 

demonstration of God's existence, but this argument does not 

appear to bes?und, for even if Sartre's theory that the 

infinite actuality of God,would prevent Him from having the 

;same mode of being as the in-itself is right, it does not 

follow that He could not know the possible structure of this 

other mode of being and hence be able to will its 

existence. 18 
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